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REX KRALJ COLLECTION



REX CHAIR

Championing comfort and convenience

Part of Rex Kralj’s foldable furniture collection dating 
back to the 1950s, the Rex Chair is much more than a 
folding chair. This work of art combines unique design 
and great folding functionality, making it a classic piece 
of furniture fit for every household. Who said convenient 
couldn’t be stylish?



REX LOUNGE

Designed in the past, created for the future

The cornerstone of Rex Kralj’s foldable furniture collection 
dating back to 1956, the Rex Lounge now has a place in 
the permanent collection of Designmuseum Danmark in 
Copenhagen. Using a combination of moulded plywood 
and routed slots, the iconic Rex Lounge offers maximum 
comfort and is easy to use. While it can be stowed neatly 
to save space, you’ll never want to fold this one away.



REX ROCKING

A rocker fit for a king

This modern rocking chair is part of Rex Kralj’s foldable 
furniture collection that dates back to the 1950s. 
Reminiscent of a deck chair, thanks to the perforated wood 
construction, this rocking chair exudes a feeling of ultimate 
relaxation and comfort. This exemplary piece of design 
does exactly what a rocking chair should do, and more.   



REX 120

Retro flair for every interior

The Rex 120 is as stylish today as when it was first produced 
in 1953. Part of the Rex chair collection, it breathes the 
effortless minimalism that makes this set of furniture so 
unique. The curved wooden armrests create a striking look 
while providing the utmost comfort. With its retro flair, this 
minimalistic design is perfect for every interior. 



REX COFFEE TABLE

Fusing form and function

A table that’s more than just a surface; the Rex Coffee 
Table is always there when you need it. Part of Rex Kralj’s 
foldable furniture collection dating back to the 1950s, this 
coffee table fits in every home. Form and function fuse 
together seamlessly in the design, making it a welcomed 
addition to any interior. 



REX SMALL DAYBED

Created for every body

Designed in 1957, this foldable daybed is anything but old 
fashioned. Made of the finest materials, the Rex Daybed 
can be used for an afternoon nap by little ones, or can 
be used to store or display your finest accessories – the 
daybed is a welcomed addition to any space. The foldable 
quality is a bonus; pop it up when you need it or store 
it away when no longer in use. Dare we say, ergonomic 
design at its best. 



SHELL LOUNGE

Sophisticated in its simplicity

One of Rex Kralj’s most well known pieces, the Shell 
Lounge is a magnificent example of the craftsmanship 
perfected by the company’s founder Niko Kralj. 
Sophisticated in its simplicity, the chair’s two uniquely 
formed plywood panels are balanced on either side of the 
chair. With its bold look and sharp angles, the Shell Lounge 
has a powerful presence and is sure to make a statement.



SHELL CHAIR

Minimalist comfort

Like Rex Kralj’s infamous Shell Lounge, the Shell Chair 
remains one of Niko Kralj’s most exemplary designs. Dating 
back to 1956, the Shell Chair is known for its remarkable 
construction; two formed plywood panels come together 
on both sides, making this piece both easy on the eyes and 
the body. 



SHELL ARMCHAIR

Striking in appearance yet comfortable in use 

The Shell Armchair is another exemplary chair from 
the Rex Kralj Shell collection. Characterized by the two 
plywood panels that make up the chairs’ unique shape, this 
Armchair will not go unnoticed. The armrests ensure that 
you will be comfortable when seated for longer than usual, 
attending a meeting, or dining at a restaurant.    



1960 CHAIR

Simple in form yet classic in style

Geometric lines meet smooth curves in this 1960s chair. 
Though rigid in its look, the chair retains a likeable softness 
with its rounded edges; instead of contrasts, the shapes 
create harmony. Simple in form yet classic in style, the 
1960 Chair embodies retro chic.



MOSQUITO

Light like the flight of a mosquito

Named after its wing-like seat, the Mosquito chair is a true 
eye-catcher. Following in the footsteps of Eames’ moulded 
plywood experiments in the 1940s, the chair did not go into 
production when it was first created in 1953. Fortunately, 
thanks to the recent efforts of Rex Kralj to finally bring this 
exemplary chair to life, design enthusiasts can enjoy the 
patent-protected design today.



4455 CHAIR

Simplicity in design

Dating back to 1955, this chair is a unique statement made 
by the furniture company’s founder Niko Kralj. With its no-
fuss appeal, light and durable construction, and stackable 
functionality, the 4455 Chair embraces simplicity in design. 
As the first Rex Kralj product to feature a bent backrest, it’s 
comfort doesn’t go unnoticed. 



PROJECT CHAIR

Effortlessly combining function and style

Taking the sleek lines of Niko Kralj’s 4455 Chair as a 
starting point, designer Marjan Žitnik created a new chair 
that is perfect for offices, restaurants and homes. While 
the backrest and the seat are replicas of the 4455, the 
chair has a completely new, stylish frame. While light 
and stackable in function, the Project Chair is stable and 
comfortable in use. 



PROJECT BAR CHAIR

A stackable solution that’s stylish and stable

Contemporary designer Marjan Žitnik created a new bar 
chair that is perfect for offices, restaurants and homes. A 
reinterpretation of the 4455 Chair, the Project Bar Chair is 
made to be light and stackable for ease of use. While sleek 
in its design, the chair is stable in its construction, allowing 
you to fully lean back for ultimate comfort. 



STOOL CC

Back to basics

This unusual stool was the starting point of Rex Kralj’s 
collection of products featuring the unique cross 
connection. The upper part of the stool appears to float 
effortlessly above the cross connection. Characterized by 
its clean lines and minimalistic appearance, designer Niko 
Kralj managed to redefine this simple piece of furniture.



BAR STOOL CC

Revisiting a classic 

An extension of the original Stool CC, the iconic design is 
now available as a bar stool. Characterized by its clean lines 
and minimalistic appearance, the upper part of the stool 
appears to float effortlessly above the cross connection.



TABLE CC

Contemporary perspectives 

Now there’s the chance to experience the unique design 
of the Stool CC in a variety of ways: the original stool, 
a bar stool, a table, or a dining table. Contemporary 
perspectives fuse with the unique design of the 1954 Stool 
CC to create a table that champions the key feature, the 
cross connection.



DINING TABLE CC

The centrepiece of the home 

The cross connection makes an appearance again, 
this time in the shape of a dining table. Based on the 
unique design of the 1954 Stool CC, the Dining Table 
CC is characterised by its clean lines and minimalistic 
appearance. Often considered the centrepiece of the 
home, this table will not only make a statement in the 
space, but will be the place for eating and socialising for 
years to come.
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